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Abstract The Dansgaard-Oeschger cycles of the last glacial period are attributed to changes in the Atlantic overturning circulation. An outstanding problem is whether these are driven by a self-sustained oscillation of the Earth system, by stochastic perturbations in terms of freshwater discharges into the ocean or extremes in atmospheric dynamics, or by another driver. Their complex temporal pattern suggests that the transitions in between cold (stadial) and warm (interstadial) phases are noise induced and thus unpredictable. Here, evidence is presented that this is unlikely because the transitions can be predicted to a certain degree within a few hundred years after stadial onset from consistent trends in Greenland dust proxies. These trends could be a manifestation of the climate system reorganizing at a specific timescale. What physically determines these highly variable timescales remains unexplained. Nevertheless, constraining the dynamics underlying these abrupt climate changes is an important step to uncover their causes.

Plain Language Summary The Dansgaard-Oeschger events of the last glacial period are the most significant abrupt, large-scale climate changes known. Although they occurred during different climatic background conditions, they are invaluable for benchmarking climate models used to predict anthropogenic climate change and for better understanding tipping points. Changes in ocean circulation are believed to bring about the large temperature contrasts. Climate models can reproduce such changes, but it is not agreed on whether these should be driven by self-sustained oscillations of the ocean, or excitations out of one climate regime to another by random perturbations of the atmosphere or ice sheets, among other things. Here, Greenland ice core data are used to constrain the scenarios. It is shown that the transitions can be predicted from gradual trends in dust records, which is in contrast to the latter hypothesis of random perturbations.

1. Introduction

The climate of the Last Glacial has been very unstable due to climate changes known as Dansgaard-Oeschger (DO) cycles. These abrupt transitions provide a unique example of large-scale climate change on centennial time scales and less. While their abruptness might be explained by sea ice retreat (Dokken et al., 2013; Li et al., 2010; Petersen et al., 2013), the large-scale pattern has been associated with changes in between two configurations of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC; Broecker et al., 1985; Lynch-Stieglitz, 2017). However, it is debated what ultimately drives these changes, and recent climate model experiments offer different scenarios of what dynamics underlie DO cycles.

Many numerical models induce DO-like AMOC transitions via prescribed freshwater forcing (Ganopolski & Rahmstorf, 2001; Kageyama et al., 2013). Similar transitions have been induced with forced variations of ice sheet topography (Zhang et al., 2014) and CO₂ (Zhang et al., 2017). On the other hand, recent model experiments show unforced, near-periodic oscillations of the AMOC (Klockmann et al., 2018; Vettoretti & Peltier, 2016). Furthermore, spontaneous transitions have been observed in climate models induced by the chaotic atmospheric forcing, acting as noise on the slower oceanic processes (Drijfhout et al., 2013; Kleppin et al., 2015).

Greenland ice core data provide important constraints to these scenarios. Model comparison studies indicate that climatic noise plays a prominent role to explain the irregular temporal evolution of the DO cycles (Mitsui & Crucifix, 2017; Kwasiok, 2013; Lohmann & Ditlevsen, 2019). Furthermore, a pacing of DO cycles by multiples of an external forcing period via stochastic resonance (Alley et al., 2001) was rejected in favor of...
Figure 1. (a) NGRIP $\delta^{18}O$ time series of the last glacial (NGRIP Members, 2004) with interstadial trends estimated in LD19. (b) NGRIP dust time series with stadial trends estimated in this paper. Gray bands indicate the interstadials identified in LD19 based on the classification by Rasmussen et al. (2014). The inset shows the piecewise linear fit and corresponding parameters for GS-21.1, that is used to estimate the stadial trends. (c) Time series of the stadial slopes $s$ in the NGRIP dust record including uncertainties (16th to 84th percentile of the bootstrap samples). (d) Time series of the stadial durations from LD19.

A purely noise induced scenario (Ditlevsen et al., 2005; Ditlevsen et al., 2007), which had been suggested previously (Cessi, 1994; Ditlevsen, 1999; Timmermann & Lohmann, 2000) and was shown to be consistent with statistical properties of the ensemble of DO cycles (Ditlevsen & Johnsen, 2010; Lohmann & Ditlevsen, 2019). Such noise-induced transitions should be entirely unpredictable. However, a recent study by Lohmann and Ditlevsen (2019, LD19 hereafter) showed that the DO cooling transitions are predictable by linear trends of the North Greenland Ice Core Project (NGRIP) $\delta^{18}O$ record in the preceding warm (interstadial) periods. The $\delta^{18}O$ is a proxy for temperature at the deposition site and does not show consistent trends during the cold (stadial) periods preceding the DO warmings. Instead, this study addresses the predictability of these transitions by trends in dust and calcium proxies, which indicate changes in atmospheric circulation, influenced by changes in source area and transport (Schüpbach et al., 2018) and which show very pronounced responses to the DO cycles. Figures 1a and 1b show the trends of $\delta^{18}O$ in interstadials from LD19 together with the NGRIP dust trends during stadials, estimated in this study. These trends are consistently negative and roughly linear, with notable exceptions of stadials 3, 19.1, and 23.1, which show a more complicated structure. The main finding of this paper is that the linear dust/calcium trends successfully predict the onset of DO warmings. As a result, these cannot be purely noise induced.

2. Methods and Materials
2.1. Data
This work is based on dust and calcium records of Greenland ice cores. These are very similar on time scales relevant for the analysis, and calcium can be seen as a proxy for mineral dust (Ruth et al., 2002). In this paper both are colloquially referred to as dust if no specific data set is addressed. From NGRIP, dust (Ruth et al., 2003) and calcium (Rasmussen et al., 2014) records in 20-year binned resolution, in the time interval from 22.8 to 107.6 kyr BP, are used. Calcium records of the Greenland Ice Core Project (GRIP) (Fuhrer et al., 1993)
Table 1
Number of Events With Negative/Positive Stadial Slopes (Estimated From the Last Two Thirds of the Stadials), and Correlation of Stadial Dust Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ice core</th>
<th>Proxy</th>
<th>Negative (pos.) slope stadials</th>
<th>Spearman correlation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGRIP</td>
<td>Dust</td>
<td>26 (4)</td>
<td>0.797 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGRIP</td>
<td>Calcium</td>
<td>26 (4)</td>
<td>0.463 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIP</td>
<td>Calcium</td>
<td>21 (7)</td>
<td>0.907 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GISP2</td>
<td>Calcium</td>
<td>24 (4)</td>
<td>0.725 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEEM</td>
<td>Calcium</td>
<td>25 (5)</td>
<td>0.443 **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Indicates $p < 0.01$, obtained from a permutation test. ** Indicates $p < 0.05$, obtained from a permutation test.

and Greenland Ice Sheet Project (GISP2) (Mayewski et al., 1997) ice cores in 20-year binned resolution are used from 22.8 to 104.0 kyr BP. Furthermore, the calcium record of the North Greenland Eemian Ice Drilling (NEEM) ice core in 10-year binned resolution from 22.8 to 104.0 kyr BP is used (Schüpbach et al., 2018).

All proxies are on the GICC05modelext time scale (Rasmussen et al., 2013, 2014; Svensson et al., 2006; Seierstad et al., 2014) and sampled at the midpoint of the time bin intervals. Missing data are interpolated linearly. The classification of the last glacial into Greenland stadials (GS) and interstadials (GI), including the two quasi-stadials GS-14 and GS-23.1, is adopted from Rasmussen et al. (2014). The timings of stadial onset and end used in this study have been derived from a continuous piecewise linear fit to the highest-resolution NGRIP $\delta^{18}O$ record in LD19. This fit divides each DO cycle into four linear segments: a gradual interstadial cooling; an abrupt cooling phase at the end of which the stadial onset is defined; a constant stadial phase; and an abrupt warming phase at the start of which the stadial end is defined. All stadials from GS-2.2 until GS-24.1 are considered in this work. GS-2.1 is excluded from the analysis due to difficulties in extracting the timings of the adjacent interstadials from the piecewise linear fit in LD19.

2.2. Piecewise Linear Fit
Two linear segments are fit to the stadial proxy data, consisting of an upward trend starting at a dust level $l_0$ at the stadial beginning, a break point at time $b$ and maximum dust level $l_{\text{max}}$, and a downward trend until the stadial end at the dust threshold value $l_{\text{th}}$. A corresponding fit with these four parameters can be seen in the inset of Figure 1b for GS-21.1. The slopes are defined as $s = \frac{l_{\text{th}} - l_{\text{max}}}{(D - b)}$, where $D$ is the stadial duration from LD19. The break point is constrained to be no later than 500 years and no earlier than 20 years after stadial onset, as well as no later than 40 years before stadial end, in order to obtain well-defined upward and downward segments in cases of stadials with more complicated structure, such as GS-3, 19.1, and 23.1. The fit is defined on a 1-year grid, allowing for breakpoints in between two data points. The root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) of fit and data is minimized subject to the above mentioned constraints by the global optimization routine basin hopping (Olson et al., 2012).

Parameter uncertainties are estimated via bootstrap block resampling. For each stadial fit, the residuals are divided in blocks of length corresponding to the time scale of nonsignificant autocorrelation. For most stadials this yields 20 years (one data point), and 40–80 years for a few others. For stadials GS-3, GS-18, and GS-19.1 a block length of 200 years is used. After resampling the blocks, the piecewise linear fit is added and the fitting procedure is performed to obtain new parameter samples.

3. Results
3.1. Correlation of Dust Trends and Stadial Durations
The rapid cooling phases of the $\delta^{18}O$ record preceding stadial onsets are accompanied by rapid increases in dust from low interstadial values. After stadial onset, as defined from $\delta^{18}O$, dust continues to rise for typically 50 to 300 years. Thereafter, most stadials show a negative dust slope. When linearly fitting the last two thirds of each stadial, the clear majority of stadials yield a negative slope for all proxies, as listed in Table 1. To better quantify the slopes a break is fit to each stadial, as detailed in section 2.2. The fits to all stadials and proxies are shown in the supporting information. The resulting slopes show a significant
3.2. Influence of External Forcing

The variability in the slopes cannot be explained by common external forcings, as shown by correlating the slopes with different forcings at the times of the dust maxima. These include proxies for global ice volume (LR04, Raymo & Lisiecki, 2005), Antarctic temperature (EDML, EPICA Community Members, 2010), CO₂ (Bereiter et al., 2015), integrated insolation at 65° N on days exceeding 350 W/m² (65Nint, Huybers, 2006), and daily mean insolation at 65° North on summer solstice (65Nss, Laskar et al., 2004), as well as raw orbital parameters (Laskar et al., 2004). The largest Spearman correlation averaged over all dust proxies is found for precession \( r_s = 0.286 \). However, for the individual proxies this is not significant at 95% confidence. The only forcings that significantly correlate with the slopes are 65Nint and 65Nss for the GISP2 Ca record with \( r_s = -0.402 \) and \( r_s = -0.437 \), respectively, which are likely false positives.

On the other hand, the evolution of both maxima and thresholds is explained well by insolation forcing. For the thresholds, the average correlations for 65Nint, 65Nss, and obliquity are \( r_s = 0.643 \), \( r_s = 0.610 \), and \( r_s = 0.553 \), respectively. Figure 2d illustrates the linear relationship of the thresholds and 65Nss. Discarding two outliers, the Pearson correlation is \( r_p = 0.918 \). The maxima and thresholds of most proxies also correlate significantly with LR04, EDML, and CO₂. However, the correlation coefficients are lower and are dominated by a common linear trend and an obliquity component of the forcings. Thus, via the thresholds, the stadial durations are modulated by insolation, in agreement with Lohmann and Ditlevsen (2018) and LD19. Still, due to the irregular evolution of the slopes, the stadial durations show a large variability that is not explained by insolation forcing.

Finally, it is tested whether the presence of Heinrich events (Heinrich, 1988) significantly influences the stadial dust signal. Following Seierstad et al. (2014), the Heinrich events H2, H3, H4, H5a, H5, H6, H7a, H7b, and H8 occur during the stadials 3, 5.2, 9, 13, 15.1, 18, 20, 21.1, and 22, respectively. Using a bootstrap resampling test with respect to the mean or median of these stadials, all proxies indicate that neither the dust slopes, maxima, nor thresholds of stadials with Heinrich events are significantly different from the rest. If, however, only the more established Heinrich events H2, H3, H4, H5, and H6 are used, the maxima and thresholds are significantly larger at 95% and 90% confidence, respectively.

3.3. Predictability of DO Warmings

Eventhough this paper cannot explain the irregular evolution of the trends from one stadial to the next, they represent a time scale in the climate system determining the time of DO onset. The trends are linear enough so that this time scale can be extracted already quite early within the stadials, and thus the DO onsets are to
Figure 3. Spearman correlation of dust slopes estimated from stadial slices as a function of slice length for the different records. For stadials shorter than the slice length, the full stadial is used.

Some degree predictable. To show this, a linear fit is performed on short slices of each stadial after the break point \( b \), and the estimated slopes are correlated with the durations of the respective stadials. Figure 3 shows that for increasing slice length this correlation saturates and reaches its final value after 250–400 years for all proxies.

In conjunction with the fact that the stadial maxima correlate linearly with the thresholds, the previous result can be used to predict the stadial durations. The duration of a given stadial is \( D = (l_{th} - l_{max}) \cdot s^{-1} + b \). All variables on the right-hand side can be estimated from a data slice covering the beginning of the stadial plus information about \( l_{max} \) and \( l_{th} \) of the preceding stadials. The slice is chosen according to Figure 3, which for the NGRIP dust records yields 320 years plus the period of dust increase before the break point. For the nine stadials that have a length after the break point of less than 320 years, a slice is chosen that ends 20 years before the last data point. From these slices, we reestimate the breakpoints \( \hat{b} \) with a piecewise linear fit, and then estimate the maxima \( \hat{l}_{max} \) and slopes \( \hat{s} \) with a linear fit to the segment after \( \hat{b} \). The stadials 3, 11, 19.1, and 23.1 are excluded, because they do not yield a downward slope and thus a negative predicted duration. Finally, the threshold is predicted by \( \hat{l}_{th} = \hat{a} \cdot \hat{l}_{max} + \hat{b} \). The \( \hat{a} \) and \( \hat{b} \) are obtained by a linear regression of \( \hat{l}_{max} \) and \( l_{th} \) analogously to Figure 2c, except that only stadials occurring earlier in time are used. This prediction forward in time starts with GS-22, but an exception is made for the earliest stadials 24.1 and 23.2, where the regression is based on all stadials except the one to be predicted. The prediction is thus \( \hat{D} = (\hat{l}_{th} - \hat{l}_{max}) \cdot \hat{s}^{-1} + \hat{b} \).

The resulting event series is shown in Figures 4a and 4b. The different orders of magnitude and the overall evolution of the durations are well captured, as seen with the logarithmic scale in Figure 4b. The largest
discrepancies arise due to underestimation (GS-9) or overestimation (GS-13, GS-18, GS-20, and GS-22) of the true slopes with the short stadial slices.

The predictive skill is assessed by three scores: the RMSD, the RMSD of the logarithm, and the Spearman correlation of predicted and true durations. These values are compared with three null models. First, a random model where 30 samples are drawn repeatedly with replacement from the distribution of stadial durations, yielding a distribution of scores. Second, a persistence model, which always predicts the value of the preceding stadial. Third, an average model, where for any stadial the mean of the remaining stadials is predicted. We exclude the four worst predictions in terms of the squared deviation from the calculation of the scores in order to correct for the fact that we had to discard four stadials in our model predictions. The results in Figures 4c–4e show that the model performs significantly better ($p = 0.037$ for RMSD, and $p < 0.001$ for the other scores) than the random model and also clearly better than the persistence and average models.

4. Discussion

Gradual interstadial cooling trends in Greenland $\delta^{18}O$ records have previously been associated with interstadial durations and the background climate (Schulz, 2002; Buizert & Schmittner, 2015). Due to the linearity of these trends, it follows that the timing of the DO cooling transitions are predetermined rather early after interstadial onset (LD19). The present paper shows that the same holds for DO warming transitions, which can be predicted already several hundred years after stadial onset with significant skill due to consistent decreases of dust in almost all stadials. Even though the predictions of the deterministic model are not perfect, and thus there remains room for a stochastic influence potentially delaying or advancing individual DO onsets, a scenario of entirely spontaneous (unpredictable) DO warming or cooling transitions induced by noise is unlikely. Further support comes from increases in high-frequency $\delta^{18}O$ variance leading up to some DO warmings, which might be due to destabilization of a fast subsystem of the climate, such as sea ice (Boers, 2018; Rydpal, 2016). Thus, there must be a different mechanism giving rise to the variability of stadial and interstadial timescales, which cannot be explained by common external forcings alone (LD19 and section 3.2).

The results contrast Mogensen et al. (2002), who report average stadial calcium trends in GRIP close to zero. This is mostly because short dust increases after stadial onsets are considered here, which are present in almost all stadials, and because the GRIP calcium record shows the weakest trends among all proxies. Dust trends have been furthermore extracted using a different method and linked to Antarctic climate by a lagged correlation analysis (Barker & Knorr, 2007). A preliminary analysis using the WAIS $\delta^{18}O$ record indicates that beyond this correlation, the Antarctic stadial trends do not hold the same information as the Greenland dust trends, and cannot predict the stadial durations. The same is true for stadial trends in the $CO_2$ record.

In the analysis, certain outliers had to be discarded. Stadials 3 and 19.1 show more complicated structure and thus cannot be predicted relying on linear slopes. Furthermore, the fact that GS-23.1 does not follow the dust trends generic to other stadials is likely a result of the uncertainty in defining GS-23.1 from the $\delta^{18}O$ record in LD19. The presence of outliers can, on the other hand, indicate that some DO cycles have different drivers.

Whereas Erhardt et al. (2019) report that Greenland temperature shifts are preceded by changes in atmospheric conditions, due to average 10 year leads of calcium and accumulation rate shifts, the current results show that dust in fact already decreases throughout the stadial. Even though the understanding of the dust proxy needs to be improved, the consistency of the stadial trends suggests that they robustly record gradual, large-scale changes. The recent study by Schüpbach et al. (2018) concludes that interstadial-stadial changes in Greenland dust are mostly due to stronger winds in the Asian desert regions combined with higher aridity and a strengthening or shift of the jet stream. Thus, the stadial trends could capture decreases or positional shifts in midlatitude wind, which might be due to growing ice sheets as found in the modeling study by Zhang et al. (2014). There, a reduction in wind-driven sea ice import to the North Atlantic led to DO-like transitions. Gradual sea ice decrease during stadials is seen in North Atlantic proxies (Sadatzki et al., 2019). AMOC strengthening as a response to changing wind stress due to ice sheet growth seems to be a common feature among models (Muglia & Schmittner, 2015; Sherriff-Tadano et al., 2018). The ice sheet changes could in turn be a response to temperature changes after AMOC regime shifts. However, the evolution of ice sheets during DO cycles still needs to be constrained better.
5. Conclusion

This study presents evidence for predictability of DO warming transitions due to consistent trends in Greenland ice core dust records, which can be observed already within a few hundred years after stadial onset. The same has been observed in LD19 for DO cooling transitions due to oxygen isotope trends. Thus, the DO transitions cannot be purely noise induced. With few exceptions, each DO event forms a consistent cycle with two independent timescales seen in oxygen isotope and dust trends, respectively, and rapid transitions in between. The complex temporal pattern, that is, what physically determines the time scale of the individual DO excursions remains to be explained.
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